Librarian’s choice
Year 9-10
The Keys to the Kingdom Series, by Garth NIX (Mister
Monday, etc). Arthur Penhaligon is not supposed to be a hero. He is, in fact,
supposed to die an early death. But then he is saved by a key shaped like the minute
hand of a clock. Arthur is safe but his world is not. Along with the key comes a plague
brought by bizarre creatures from another realm. Arthur must unravel the secrets of the
key and discover his true fate. Adventure, Fantasy, For Boys & Girls

Genius Trilogy, by Catherine Jinks (Evil Genius, Genius
Wars, Genius Squad). Cadel Piggott is child genius with a knack for systems.
He can disable home security systems, hack into government databases and commit
credit card fraud. But when he gets in trouble with the police his parents are forced to
take him to a therapist, Dr Thaddeus Roth. With a plot that twists and turns, supervillains in training, and a child prodigy as hero, this comic book-style novel in prose is a
darkly brilliant page-turner exploring the fine line between good and evil. Thriller, Boys &
Girls

Anne Frank: the Diary of a Young Girl, by Anne Frank. Famous
diary written by an Jewish adolescent, hidden away with her family and friends
in tiny rooms. An unforgettable classic that you must read if you have not yet.
Biography, Boys & Girls

Mortal Instruments series (City of Bones, City of Ash…), by
Cassandra Clare. In New York, 15-year-old Clary Fray doesn't expect to witness
a murder--much less one committed by three teenagers covered with odd markings and
brandishing bizarre weapons. Then the body disappears… Then she meets Jace, a
Shadowhunter... Exotic and gritty, this is a thrilling series about demons, vampires,
werewolves, faeries, true love, and stuff that blows up. Urban Fantasy, Horror. Boys
& Girls

The Help, by Kathryn Stockett. It's Jackson, Mississippi, 1962. Enter a
vanished and unjust world where black maids raise white children, but aren't trusted
not to steal the silver... Miss Skeeter, Aibileen and Minny… No one would believe they'd
be friends; fewer still would tolerate it. But as each woman finds the courage to cross
boundaries, they come to depend and rely upon one another. Each is in a search of a
truth. Outstanding, immensely funny, very compelling, and very courageous.
Historical fiction, Girls

Around the World in Eighty Days, by Jules Verne. One illfated evening at the Reform Club, Phileas Fogg rashly bets his companions
£20,000 that he can travel around the entire globe in just eighty days - and
he is determined not to lose. Breaking the well-established routine of his
daily life, the reserved Englishman immediately sets off for Dover,
accompanied by his hot-blooded French manservant Passepartout.
Travelling by train, steamship, sailing boat, sledge and even elephant, they
must overcome storms, kidnappings and more… A charming classic that gripped audiences
ever since it was published in 1873 combining exploration, adventure and a thrilling race
against time. Humourous, adventure, Boys & Girls

His Dark Materials series, by Philip Pullman.

Lyra Belacqua is
content to run wild among the scholars of Jordan College with her daemon
familiar, Pantalaimon, always by her side. When her uncle returns from the
North with tales of mystery and danger, his visit sets off a chain of events that
draws Lyra into the heart of a terrible struggle. Multi-award winning sci-fi
adventure story. Boys & Girls

New Heroes Series (Quantum Propheciy, Sakkara,
Absolute Power), by Michael Carroll. Ten years ago, all the
super humans vanished without a trace. Now 13-year-olds Danny and Colin
are shocked that they are, in fact, the beginning of a renewed superhuman
race… Sci Fi, Adventure, Boys & Girls

Variant and Feedback, by Robinson Wells. After years in foster
homes, seventeen-year-old Benson Fisher applies to New Mexico's Maxfield
Academy in hopes of securing a brighter future, but instead he finds that the
school is a prison and no one is what he or she seems. Sci Fi, Special
Schools, Interpersonal relations, Boys & Girls.

Looking Glass Wars & Seeing Redd, by Frank Beddor. Alyss
of Wonderland's rule has only just begun, but the Queendom and her White
Imagination are already under threat… A new version of Alice in Wonderland,
a clever book… Fantasy, Girls

Gone, Hunger, Lies… by Michael Grant. Suddenly the adults
vanish without a trace, and those left must do all they can to survive. But
everyone's idea of survival is different, an amazing high octane plot… Thriller,
Mystery, Adventure, Boys

Ketchup Cloud, by Annabel Pitcher Fifteen-year-old Zoe has a secret
- a dark and terrible secret that she can't confess to anyone she knows. But
then one day she hears of a criminal, Stuart Barnes, locked up on death row in
Texas. Like Zoe, Stuart is no stranger to secrets. Or lies. Or murder. Full of
heartache yet humour, Zoe tells her story in the only way she can - in a letter to
the man in prison in America. Letters, Secrets, First Love, Girls

